Delivering eCommerce

This year, we continued to make it easier for businesses to sell online and deliver, and for customers to collect and return their online purchases.

- 4,406 Post Offices, making it easy for customers to send, receive and collect their parcels
- 3.5 Million+ Last-Mile Notifications, helping customers collect their parcels sooner
- 500 Million+ Chinese Consumers, can now buy goods from Australian businesses using our Tmall and JD.com virtual storefronts
- 18,000+ Parcel Lockers, giving customers greater choice of where and when they collect their parcels across 230+ locations
- 2 Million+ MyPost Subscribers
- 15,591 Street Posting Boxes, enabling customers to send parcels or return online purchases 24/7
- 1.5 Million+ App Downloads
- 11.4 Million Delivery Points, mean your online purchases can be delivered, no matter where you live
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